INSTRUCTION MANUAL

(For Analog Watch With EL Light)

Thank you for purchasing our products. To ensure prolonged use and optimum performance please read this instruction manual carefully and familiarize yourself with the terms of warranty. We suggest that you keep this instruction manual at hand and refer to it whenever required.

HOW TO SET TIME:

1. Pull out the crown for a click, set the hands by turning the crown in either direction to the desired hour and minute time.
2. Push the crown to the normal position to start.

EL light:

1. HOW TO USE EL BUTTON:
   1. Press the button, the backlight of the watch will be on.
   2. The backlight of the watch use an electro luminescent (EL) light.
   3. Frequent use of the backlight shortens the EL battery life.

HOW TO REPLACE BATTERY FOR EL:

At the first sign of low power (no light or dim display) have the battery replace by our authorized distributor.
1. Opening the case back, you will see 1pcs CR2016 battery. Remove the contact spring pressed on the battery and take out the dead batteries.
2. Place the new battery and screw spring tightly. EL brightness should be the original situation.
3. Close case back.

HOW TO REPLACE MOVEMENT BATTERY:

1. take out battery CR2016.
2. Remove the insulator on the movement, you will see movement battery SR626SW. Take out the dead battery.
3. Place new battery and install CR2016, close case back.
4. Adjust the hand at the correct time.

NOTE: Avoid short circuit or exposing the battery in fire.

TO PRESERVE THE QUALITY OF YOUR WATCH:

1. As this watch contains precise electronic components, it is suggested that the back cover be removed only by authorized person.
2. Do not operate pushers when the watch is wet or in water.
3. If the watch is used in water, or it is wet, wipe it thoroughly dry.
4. Should water or condensation appear in the watch, immediately open the case back and leave it air dry because water can corrode electronic parts inside the case.
5. Although the watch is designed to withstand shocks under normal use, it is inadequate to subject it to rough impact.
6. Clean the watch with a soft cloth or water. Never use chemical solution.
7. Avoid exposure the watch to chemicals such as gasoline, aero spray, paints etc, those chemical action will damage watch.
8. Avoid wearing the watch in electro magnetic condition, or put watch under strong light for too long.